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Details of Visit:

Author: CheeseYa
Location 2: Wembley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 10 Jul 2012 5pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07429496852

The Premises:

Swish modern apartment in a large new build close to Wembley Central station. Plenty of shoppers
and commuters about so didn't feel too conspicuous when using intercom.

The Lady:

Cute blonde 18 year old East European lady about 5?4? tall with a lovely little figure, fantastic pert
C-cup breasts. 

The Story:

Having read good things about Jennifer? zany GFE I decided to give her a ring and managed to get
an hour with her the same afternoon. She texted me her address when I arrived at the station and
moments later I was being welcomed into her apartment. She asked if I wanted to shower before
we got down action which I accepted whilst she had a quick ciggie, fortunately Jennifer used
mouthwash so there was no trace of tobacco on her breath.

Jennifer lead me into her dimly lit bedroom and stripped off her teddy to reveal her fantastic little
figure and shapely boobs which immediately attracted my attention. We kissed a little before
Jennifer asked me to lie down on the bed and got straight down to OWO which was most enjoyable
and delivered with gusto, although she couldn?t quite manage to deep-throat me as she is so petite.
I was soon at the point of climax so asked if I could give her a facial which she agreed to (for an
extra ?20) and she lay back on the bed before jerking me off all over her face, if only I?d brought my
camera as she took it like a porn star and allows filming too!

After washing her face Jennifer returned to the room and we had a quick natter, I found her accent
a little difficult to understand to begin with (she said that she has only been living in the UK a few
months) but her English is good. Playing with her gorgeous nubile body soon had me hard again
and she was straight back down to OWO, this time with even more gusto than before. She then
hopped on top for some enthusiastic cowgirl which was followed by doggy position and a couple of
others in between.

All this frenetic sex was proving to be quite tiring for a slob like me so I offered to go down on
Jennifer which she accepted with the proviso of no fingers to be inserted. Despite that she
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responded enthusiastically and writhed in pleasure. She was soon demanding more sex though and
we did a bit of missionary which allowed me to LFK with her, she playfully bit my tongue when I
slipped it in her mouth! We moved into sitting dog but as time was running out she offered to finish
me off with more OWO this time finishing with CIM (for another ?20). After a quick trip to the
bathroom to dispose of the cum (no swallow service for me today) Jennifer returned to the room
and slipped into a naughty school girl outfit which she said that she?d wear for me next time!

A highly enjoyable GFE with a raunchy, bubbly young lady whom I plan on visiting again.
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